Soak It Up!

Unlike cement that does not hold in water, green space can absorb water. Green roofs are more porous—like a sponge—and can trap in the polluted water.
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How do green roofs work?

1. Green roof water comes from rain or irrigation, like sprinklers.

2. Soil and plant roots absorb the water.

3. Some of the water can evaporate.

4. If there is more water than the soil or roots can absorb, it travels through the soil and plant layer to a drainage layer, like rocks, where it can drain away.

5. As the water travels through the different layers, pollution may be filtered out of the water.

HISTORICAL CONNECTIONS:
Ancient Mesopotamians and Romans used green roofs to help keep buildings warm or cool. A green roof can be extensive, meaning the soil is only 3-6 inches deep, or intensive, with soil over 6 inches deep! Extensive roofs, such as at BLDG 92 at the Brooklyn Navy Yard, are lighter, use less soil, and need less care than intensive green roofs.
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If you have a way of collecting rain water, you can trap it and use it for your own purpose, like farming, and can stop it from becoming runoff that may pollute the waterways.
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How do rain barrels work?

1. Rain hits a roof and gets funneled into a pipe called a downspout.

2. The downspout carries rain to the rain barrel.

3. On top of the barrel is a screen that keeps out insects, dirt, and filters the water.

4. The barrel collects and stores the roof water.

5. Water stored in the barrel can then be reused to water plants, wash a car, or in other ways.

HISTORICAL CONNECTIONS:
Ancient Mesopotamians, Greeks, and Romans all collected rainwater using similar methods.
All the dirty water in the street, called surface runoff, now is filtered through the bioswale instead of easily flowing down the slope of the street into our waterways.
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How do bioswales work?

1. Water from rain, streets, and sidewalks flows into the bioswale and travels through multiple sections.

2. Depending on how much water there is, the water may be absorbed or stored in the soil and plant roots.

3. Rocks and soil filter the water.

4. Cleaner water that is not absorbed slowly flows back onto the street.

HISTORICAL CONNECTIONS:

Bioswales developed much later in history because ancient civilizations had not yet invented automobiles or factories that add pollution to our streets and waterways. Similar to the design of a bioswale, the Incas took advantage of the movement of water down a slope to water their farms planted on the steps of a hill, known as terrace farming.
PERMEABLE PAVEMENT

A PAVED SURFACE THAT IS POROUS LIKE A SPONGE TO ALLOW STORMWATER TO MOVE THROUGH IT

Soak It Up!

Puddles in the streets here can contain oil. When you have a puddle of oil and then it rains, that oil is flushed into our waterways. The purpose of permeable pavement is to trap that oil, let it sink through the cracks in the pavement, where it can stay and be filtered.
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How do permeable pavements work?

1. Water from rain, streets, and sidewalks flows onto the pavement.

2. Permeable pavement absorbs the water.

3. As the water travels from the pavement layer to the soil below, pollution may be filtered out of the water.

Historical Connections:
The first cities in the Indus Valley created drains under the streets for wastewater. The ancient Romans developed special drains and square pavement stones out of concrete to collect water.
CONSTRUCTED WETLAND
A MAN-MADE AREA DESIGNED TO TREAT WASTEWATER USING PLANTS AND SOIL

For new construction along our waterways there needs to be 40 feet between the waterway and the new building. Green space can fill up those 40 feet to help filter the runoff water before it enters our waterways.
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How do constructed wetlands work?

1. Wastewater flows from a pipe onto a wetland.
2. Wastewater moves through a wet, spongy surface and into a layer of soil and roots below the ground.
3. Water is filtered by rocks, soil, roots, and even small animals.
4. Cleaner water passes through the wetlands into waterways.

Historical Connections:
The Mayas and Aztecs used constructed wetlands outside of their capital Tenochtitlan, known today as Mexico City. These wetlands were used for farming, not wastewater, and fed over half of the people there.
In the Winter of 2016, CUP collaborated with teaching artist Elma Relihan and Erin Fleischauer’s History classes at Brooklyn International High School to find out how green infrastructures work.

To investigate, students shared their personal experiences with water, explored green infrastructures along the Gowanus Canal, and interviewed Graeme Daubert of the Gowanus Canal Conservancy to learn more about the history of the city’s water.

Students collaborated on this set of 6 postcards to teach others how green infrastructures make the city like a sponge.

The Soak It Up! Card Set:
- Green Roof
- Constructed Wetland
- Permeable Pavement
- Rain Barrel
- Bioswale

New York City Currently Has a Green Infrastructure Plan to Improve the City’s Water Quality. What are Green Infrastructures? Why is the Water Polluted? How will the Green Infrastructure Plan Clean the Water?

Where would you add green infrastructures?
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
WATER MANAGEMENT THAT COLLECTS AND DIRECTS WATER TO BE ABSORBED, FILTERED, OR STORED

To learn more about the NYC Green Infrastructure Plan, visit www.nyc.gov/greeninfrastructure

To get involved in the NYC Green Infrastructure Program, email GIOutreach@dep.nyc.gov

To learn how to build green infrastructures, visit www.grownyc.org/gardens/green-infrastructure-toolkit

The Center for Urban Pedagogy (CUP) is a nonprofit organization that uses the power of design and art to increase meaningful civic engagement, particularly among historically underrepresented communities.

City Studies are CUP's project-based in-class and afterschool programs that use design and art as tools to research the city.

To learn more about CUP, visit welcometoCUP.org.

The Brooklyn International High School (BIHS) helps English Language Learners develop their language, intellectual, cultural, and collaborative abilities so that they may become active participants in today's interdependent world. BIHS strives to help every student reach his or her potential by fostering academic growth, personal growth, and tolerances.

To learn more, visit mybihs.org.
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